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QUESTION 1

You have to migrate your application to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). The database is constantly being updated
and needs to be online without interruptions. How can you transition the database to OCI without interrupting its use? 

A. It is impossible to migrate without interruption. 

B. Use an on-premises database with two-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
to either databases. 

C. Use an on-premises database with one-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
only to the cloud database. 

D. Use an on-premises database with one-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
only to the on-premises database until it is synchronized. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an application running in Microsoft Azure and want to use Oracle Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW)
instance for running business analytics. How can you build a secure solution for such a use-case? 

A. Connect the Oracle ADW in your VCN to the Microsoft Azure VNet over the internet. 

B. Create a software VPN connection between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) and
Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) and connect the application with Oracle ADW instance. 

C. Setup an interconnect between OCI and Microsoft Azure using FastConnect and ExpressRoute. Use a Service
Gateway in OCI Virtual Cloud Network to provide connectivity to the Oracle ADW instance for the application in
Microsoft Azure VNet. 

D. Create a software Remote Peering Connection between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Cloud Network
(VCN) and Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) and connect the application with Oracle ADW instance. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working as a solution architect for a customer in Frankfurt, which uses multiple compute instance VMs spread
among three Availability Domains in the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) eu- frankfurt-1 region. The compute instances
do not have public IP addresses and are running in private subnets inside a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). You have set
up OCI Autoscaling feature for the compute instances, but find out that instances cannot be auto scaled. You have
enabled monitoring on the instances. What could be wrong in this situation? 

A. You need to assign a reserved public IP address to the compute instances. 

B. You need to set up a Service Gateway to send metrics to the OCI Monitoring service. 

C. Autoscaling only works for instances with public IP addresses. 
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D. Autoscaling only works with single availability domains. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to automate the processing of new Image files to generate thumbnails. the expected rate is 10 

new files every hour. 

Which of the following is the most cost effective option to meet this requirement in Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Upload files to an OCI Object storage bucket. Every time a file is uploaded, an event is emitted. Write a rule to filter
these events with an action to trigger a function in Oracle Functions. The function processes the image in the file and
stores the thumbnails back in an Object storage bucket. 

B. Upload files to an OCI Object storage bucket. Every time a file is uploaded, trigger an event with an action to
provision a compute instance with a cloud-init script to access the file, process it and store it back in an Object storage
bucket. Terminate the instance using Autoscaling policy after the processing is finished. 

C. Build a web application to ingest the files and save them to a NoSQL Database. Configure OCI Events service to
trigger a notification using Oracle Notification Service (ONS). ONS invokes a custom application to process the image
files to generate thumbnails. Store thumbnails in a NoSQL Database table. 

D. Upload all files to an Oracle Streaming Service (OSS) stream. Set up a cron job to invoke a function in Oracle
Functions to fetch data from the stream. Invoke another function to process the image files and generate thumbnails.
Store thumbnails in another OSS stream. 

Correct Answer: A 

You can invoke a function that you\\'ve deployed to Oracle Functions by triggered by an event in the Events service
when update the Object storage to fetch the data then the function can process the File and store back to Object
storage 
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QUESTION 5

A global retailer is setting up the cloud architecture to be deployed in Oracle Cloud infrastructure (OCI) which will have
thousands of users from two major geographical regions: North America and Asia Pacific. The requirements of the
services are: 

* 

Service needs to be available 27/7 to avoid any business disruption 

* 

North American customers should be served by application running In North American regions 

* 

Asia Pacific customers should be served by applications running In Asia Pacific regions 

* 

Must be resilient enough to handle the outage of an entire OCI region 

A. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Failover steering policy 
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B. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Geolocation steering policy. Health Checks 

C. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Geolocation steering policy 

D. 

OCl DNS,\\' Traffic Management with Load Balancer steering policy, Health Checks 

Correct Answer: B 

GEOLOCATION STEERING Geolocation steering policies distribute DNS traffic to different endpoints based on the
location of the end user. Customers can define geographic regions composed of originating continent, countries or
states/ provinces (North America) and define a separate endpoint or set of endpoints for each region. Combine with
Oracle Health Checks to fail over from one region to another 
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